
BREATHE BETTER
WITH HALOTHERAPY

Dry Salt Therapy or Halotherapy is a natural therapy using powerful anti-inflammatory and anti-micro-
bial properties of natural, pure pharmaceutical grade salt micro particles to promote better breathing, 
healthier skin, sounder sleep, improved physical fitness, endurance and overall wellness. Dry salt 
therapy also helps to alleviate symptoms of many respiratory and skin conditions.

SYMPTOMS & CONDITIONS THAT MAY IMPROVE
WITH DRY SALT THERAPY

ACNE

ALLERGIES

ASTHMA

BRONCHITIS

COLD/FLU

COPD

CYSTIC FIBROSIS 

DERMATITIS

EAR INFECTIONS

ECZEMA

EMPHYSEMA

HAY FEVER

HEADACHES

PSORIASIS

RHINITIS

HALOTHERAPY CAN SIGNIFICALLY HELP TO:

SINUS INFECTIONS

SMOKER’S COUGH

SNORING

STRESS & FATIGUE

WHEEZING

Reduce the need for inhalers and antibiotics

Make your breathing easier after just a few sessions

Improve lung function

Alleviate sneezing, coughing, and shortness of breath

Clear mucus and sticky phlegm from the lungs

Increase the resistance to respiratory tract diseases

Strengthen your immune system

Reduce stress



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

HALOTHERAPY, A BRAND OF JK PRODUCTS & SERVICES, INC.
411 West Washington Avenue, Suite B | Jonesboro, AR 72401 

Toll-free: 888.771.0996 | www.wellnessjk.com

Is Halotherapy safe?
  Yes. Halotherapy is a completely drug-free treatment, safe for of all 
ages. Depending on the age and treatment goals, session times and 
concentration levels may be adjusted. Please consult your physician 
with any concerns.
Is infrared heat safe?
   A Infrared heat is completely safe and all objects give off and receive 
infrared heat. In fact, it is so safe, hospitals use similar heaters to warm 
newborns. Infrared is a part of nature and essential for life.

How does an infrared component of the HALO-IR work?
   The idea behind infrared therapy is to heat your body directly with infra-
red heat. In a traditional sauna you are just sitting in a hot room, 180-220 
degrees. In an infrared sauna, the heat is heating your body directly and 
20% of the heat is heating the air. You want to heat your body core, mea-
ning your front core and your back core. Your body absorbs the infrared 
heat and reacts to it.
What are the benefits of the HALO-IR over other Halotherapy pro-
ducts?
    The HALO-IR supports an elevated wellness experience, 2 highly effec-
tive and detoxifying modalities in 1 session, Maximizes the efficacy of 
both modalities, Halotherapy at low levels of heat enhances the efficacy 
of Halotherapy, full benefit of a full spectrum sauna session, a true 4 in 
1 product for more options.

A GUIDE TO 
HALOTHERAPY

DRY SALT THERAPY

What clothing should be worn in the salt room and salt bed?
  Comfortable clothing is recommended. You may change into clothing 
that exposes areas of skin you would like the salt to reach (shorts, 
sleeveless shirts, skirts, etc). We recommend wearing a bathing suit to 
expose the skin you want treated
What are the side effects?
   Since dry salt therapy is 100% natural and drug free, there are no negati-
ve side effects. After sessions, you may experience a slight cough, minor 
tightness in the chest or runny nose, but this is simply the salt doing its 
work to remove mucus and toxins from the lungs and airways.

How often should you come?
  Depending on age and stage of your condition, 20-30 sessions are 
recommended for long term results.
   The sessions should be frequent; about two or three a week is sug-
gested.
   For irreversible conditions, two to three-month follow-up sessions are  
recommended to maintain the clear lungs.
Who can beneift from Salt Therapy?
    Dry Salt therapy is like a toothbrush for your lungs and skin, EVERYONE 
can (and will) benefit. For a full list of features look inside this guide.


